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1. De toepassing van een dubbel-focusserende massaspektrometer ter ver-

hoging van het massa-oplossend vermogen van door botsingen geïndu-

ceerde fragment-ionen is wel effektief doch niet efficient.

F.W. McLaffevty, Adv. Mass Spect-rom. 7, in press (1976).

2. Door een channelplate op te nemen als wand in een botsingskamer en te

gebruiken als pompweerstand en als voorversterker, is het mogelijk

processen waar te nemen bij hoge druk en grote openingshoek.

P.J.K. Langendem en M.J. van der Wiel, J.Phys.E. (nog te publiceren).

3. Bij de analyse van diffractie-effekten van ionenbundels aan atomen

gaat H.J. Beier uit van een verkeerde vorm van de interactiepotentiaal.

H.J. Beier, Z.Physik 267, 49 (1974).

4. In het kader van het huidige energiebeleid kan de verspilling van

warmte in flats effektief gereduceerd worden door de hoofdelijke om-

slag van stook- en warm waterkosten af te schaffen.

5. Bij de bepaling van stabiele geëxciteerde elektronentoestanden van

organische ionen, d.m.v. botsingsexperimenten met edelgasatomen, wordt

de mogelijkheid dat het edelgasatoom aangeslagen wordt i.p.v. het

organische ion ten onrechte door Cooks c.s. veronachtzaamd.

Chem.Phys. 1£ (1976) Z4S-361 M. Medved, R.G. Cooks, J.H. Beynon.



6. Een Wien-filter als compensator van de snelheidsdispersie in de

tweede trap van een massaspectroraeter voor "botsingsgeïnduceerde

dissociatie" is ongeschikt bij simultane detectie van de fragment-

ionen. Daarentegen is het een uitstekend hulpmiddel bij zowel een

electrostatische als een magnetische analysator.

7. Het mechanisme voor de vorming van dubbelgeladen negatieve ionen

voorgesteld door Bowie en Stapleton is aan bedenkingen onderhevig.

J.H. Bowie and B.J. Stapleton, Joiam.Amer.Chem.Soa. Vol. 98,

blz. 6480 (1976).

8. De pyrolyse van polystyreen zoals beschreven door Schmid et al. is

ongeschikt als demonstratie van pyrolyse onder Knudsen-reactor con-

dities.

P.P. Schmid and W. Simon, Anal.Chim.Acta, 1977 (in press).

9. De Finse sauna-cultuur heeft een positieve invloed gehad or het slagen

van de Europese Veiligheids Conferentie van juli 1975 in Helsinki.

Immers, wanneer politici elkaar ontmoeten in de sauna, dan gebeurt er

precies dat wat zij in de conferentiezaal niet hoeven te doen: zij

moeten zich blootgeven.

10. Het niveau van de wedstrijdsport zou aangepast moeten worden aan de

geestelijke en lichamelijke ontwikkeling van de jonge opgroeiende mens.

Delft, woensdag 23 maart 1977.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last few years developments in mass spectrometric instruments

were mainly based on improvements in ion sources, data acquisition and

instrumental control. Only few attention has been paid to the analyser

and detector regions. In this respect it is a well known fact that a

large fraction of the ions are lost when scanning type instruments are

used. The total number of ions effectively measured during the analysis

is inversely proportional to the mass resolution Of such an instrument.

Such considerable loss of sensitivity stands out clearly when short

lasting phenomena have to be recorded or when not enough material for

investigation is available.

In principle the recording of short lasting events can be achieved

by simultaneous detección of the mass spectrum. In classical mass spec-

trometry this has been done with photographic plates using a magnetic

sector type instrument. In spite of the total gain in sensitivity such

an instrument has several shortcomings, like: no direct accessibility

of the data, and to a lesser amount a poor vacuum as photographic

plates cannot be baked.

The recent developments of Channeltron Electron Multiplier Arrays

(CEMA) enable to combine the fast response of a multiplier (time reso-

lution) with the conservation OÍ." spatial information of photographic

plates. When an appropriate detector system is applied behind the CEMA,

e.g. a fluorescent screen in combination with a T.V. camera-multi-

channel analyser or an array with electron or photon sensitive elements,

the mass spectrum can be visualised and recorded directly or fed into

a computer for further processing. Besides when a two-stage CEMA is

used, sufficient signal for single ion detection is available. However,

double proximity focussing incurs some loss of spatial resolution, and

the increased signal amplification is responsible for a reduced dynamic

response.

The read-out advantages combined with a higher sensitivity make

the channelplate an attractive ion detector of a magnetic sector instru-

ment. However, due to the fact that the sensitive area of channelplates

and especially T.V. camera heads are still limited in size, it is con-

venient to vary the spectral range monitored simultaneously. This means

that as much as possible mass peaks have to be projected sharply on the
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sensitive area. Our new system, which combines two {or more) ion opti-

cal quadrupole lenses with a sector magnet opens the possibility to

vary the mass dispersion at will, by simply changing the strength of

the quadrupole lenses in an independent or in s coupled mode, leaving

the sector magnet field constant., For example it enables a decreased

mass dispersion at lower mass numbers and an increased mass dispersion

at higher mass numbers in such a way that the different mass peaks are

projecced separately.

Another interesting potential application of the variation of dis-

persion is the possibility co do isotope measurements in double or

multiple slit detector systems,, Normally such instruments are provided

with fixed collector slits, allowing to detect only one fixed mass

ratio. Introduction of the variation of dispersion includes an extens-

ion to different mass ratios in the detection.

In this thesis the simultaneous detection of mass spectra plays a

fundamental role. It will be used in the registration of flash-pyro-

lysis events and elucidation of ion structures by collision induced

dissociation.

Firstly flash-pyrolysis appears to be a succesful technique in the

formation of fragmentation products from non-volatile organic uaterials.

Many experimental results have been published already about Curie-

point pyrolysis mass spectrometry []], which has opened a new field in

the recognition and analysis of non-volatile organic samples: e.g. bac-

teria and bio-polymers. In order to extend the classification and

chemical information of a sample special attention should be paid to

the heavy and non volatile fragmentation products. If such fragments

collide many times against the solid surfaces in the pyrolyzing- and

ionization-chamber essential information about the reaction process

may be lost.

To overcome this problem flash-pyrolysis should take place in the

ionization chamber itself, close to the ionizing electron beam.

Another important feature is the fact that the measuring time of the

mass spectrum is to be taken that short that the fragments can pass

only once the ionizing electrons. In the experiment a pulsed C0_ laser-

beam (X = 10.6 um) of short duration (150 ns) will be used to heat

a small amount of material. For this purpose the material has to be
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mounted on a probe and brought into the ionization chamber. Then the

laser pulse, with an energy of 0.1 J well focussed on the probe, ini-

tiates the pyrolysis and at the same time triggers the recording of

the fragmentation products.

This method of volatilisation, in combination with a very short

sampling and measuring time, may enable the recording of more heavy or

non-volatile fragments.

Secondly the structure analysis of organic ions by means of colli-

sion induced dissociation is a new technique in mass spectrometry which

has been introduced by Jennings E2], Me Lafferty and Cooks. The extra

energy imparted to ions by collisions with neutral spp.cies can be

quite considerable, so that extensive fragmentation is expected to

occur very rapidly.

Early experiments have been done either by introducing a small leak

or by gentle baking the analyser tube of a double-focussing mass spec-

trometer. Subsequently the ion source and detector in a double focus-

sing mass spectrometer were interchanged, "reversed geometry", whilst

a small collision chamber was added at the position of the ß-slit be-

tween the two sector fields, filled with helium gas. In this way the

unknown chemical structure of a certain mass peak can be determined

measuring the dissociated fragment ions by scanning the electrostatic

analyser.

Although this method has brought much progress in the structure ana-

lysis of organic materials there are still several experimental imper-

fections like long measuring tint's (minutes to hours) and mostly badly

resolved mass spectra, oftea down to — = 1 : 50. The main cause for

these shortcomings is the dissociative kinetic energy release which

may amount up to one electron volt or even. laore. In particular the ef-

fective máximum energy spread with respect to the laboratory system

appears to be proportional to the product of the square roots of impact

energy and the dissociative energy release. Subsequently the amplified

energy spread reduces the mass resolving power of the electrostatic

analyser considerably while the induced angular spread in and after

the collision chamber reduces the total transmission of the detector

system. Moreover the scanning way of detection involves a substantial

loss of sensitivity.

One of the interesting applications in collision induced dissociation
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mass spectrometry is the investigation and elucidation of the chemical

structure of large molecular ions. Field desorption ion sources are ca-

pable of forming such ions out of complex mixtures from organic mate-

rials. However, the sample is only a few seconds available. Therefore

a combination of this kind of sources with a tandem mass spectrometer

as described above makes an analysis hardly possible.

One of the objects of our work was to construct a completely new

technically improved detector- and analyser-system. It should provide

a well defined nass spectrum including separated mass peaks up to

m/e= 250 and coupled with a relatively short measuring ti

REFERENCES:

1. Meuzelaar, H.L.C., Kistemaker, P.G., Posthumus, M.A., Biom.Mass

Spectrom. ¿, 312 (1974).

2. Jennings, R.K., Int.J.Mass Spectrom.Ion Phys., 1 (1968) 227-235.
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AMPLIFICATION FACTORS OF A CEMA (CHANNEL ELECTRON MUL-
TIPLIER ARRAY) FOR ORGANIC, NOBLE G\S AND Hg IONS

H. H. 1 Ul i HOI- \KD A. J. H. BOERBOOM

FOVi-lnstiituii voor Aiouni- en Moleeuulfys'tea, Kruislaan407, Amsterdam, Wgm. (The Netherlands)

(Received 16 May 1974)

ABSTRACT

Channel electron multiplier array (CEMA) amplification factors were deter-
mined for organic ions in the mass range of 31-614 amu, noble gas and Hg ions
by direct comparison of the output signals of the CEMA (Mullard G 40/25) and a
Faraday cage collector, both placed at the detector end of a mass spectrometer.

Empirical formulae are discussed to represent the gain as a function of the
mass, the structure, and the energy of the ion.

INTRODUCTION

The rapidly expanding use of mass spectrometers and the need for highly
sensitive ion detectors has resulted in a wide-spread use of electron multipliers.
Much attention has been given to the detection efficiency as a function of composi-
tion and energy of the impinging ¡on [I, 2].

A few measurements have been made on the amplification factors of channel
electron multipliers [3, 4]. For CEMA's, however, amplification factors for elec-
trons only seem to have been published.

We investigated the gain of a CEMA (Mullard G 40/25) for fragment ions
of perfluorotributylamine (PFTBA), noble gas and Hg ions in the range of 1.5-
4.5 keV total impact energy.

EXPERIMENTAL

A Faraday cage collector and a CEMA were mounted, beside each other,
at the detector end of a mass spectrometer. Both detectors had the same slit width
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(1 mm) and slit height (5 mm); they were placed at a mutual distance of 10 mm.
A »mail change in the magnet current moved the ion beam of a certain mass from
one detector tc the other. The gain is then given by the ratio of the collector sig-
nals.

Our measurements were performed under the following circumstances:
The total ion energy could be varied from 1.5 k<:V to 4.5 keV; the minimum ion
current on the Faraday cage was 10"13 A; the maximum CEMA output current
for the effective area of 5 x 1 mm2 was kept at a constant value of 10~9 A to avoid
saturation effects and to ensure constant operating conditions.

Figure 1 shows the gain as a function of the voltage across the CEMA for
two masses at constant energy of the impinging ions. We notice a constant ratio
of the amplification factors for both ions. We presume this fact to be generally
valid, i.e. a variation of the voltage across the CEMA only results in a proportional
change of all amplification factors, independent of the energy and the nature of
the impinging ion. Therefore we measured only with a constant voltage of 900 V
across the CEMA.

Much attention has been paid to measurements with charged PFTBA
fragment ions. Later on we compared these results with noble gas ions and Hg
ions under the same circumstances. Table 1 gives the fragments of (C4F9)3N which
were used.

10"

5Ó0 700 900 1100 Volt

Fig. I. Typical gain characteristic.
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TABLE 1

FRAGMENT IONS Oc ( C 4 F a ) 3 USED IN OUR MEASUREMENTS

Mass No.

31
50
69

100
131

Formula

CF
CF2

CF 3

Q.F*
C 3 F S

Atos No.

219
264
414
502
614

Formula

C*F9

CSF I ON
C 8 F I 6 N
C 9 F 2 0 N
C12F„N

The experimental results are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b.

W-j tc*.n (b)

8-

7-

5-

3-

2-

• • ton energy

0 1 2 3 i 5 M 1 2 3 * 5 kMT

Fig. 2. CEMAgain for (a) organic and mercury ions and (b) noble gas ions, as a function of the
impinging ion energy.

DISCUSSION

Recently some investigators have been looking for relations between the
gain of an electron multiplier and physical parameters such as mass number and
ion energy or velocity [1, 4, 5]. Most of their formulae refer to noble gas ions,
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Fig. 3. CEM A gain for (a) organic ions as a function of;»0-4 v and (b) noble gas ions as a function
of Z°* v.

atomic ions or organic ions up to mass number 200 amu. By analogy with Burrous
et al. [4] we plotted the gain for organic ions versus m0A v and for the noble gases
versus Z0-* v, where Z is the atomic number, and v the velocity of the ion, in m
see'1 (Figs. 3a and 3b). The straight lines in both figures provide the equations

G = 0.015 (»i0-4 y - 3 4 x 104) for the organic ions

G = 0.014 (Z0-4 D-22x 104) for the noble gases.

If we plot the gain versus the logarithm of the mass, we get Fig. 4. For the organ-
ic ions we obtain straight lines, obeying the equation
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PFTBA
Nottrgts
Hg

SktV

Fig. 4.

4 10 20 1Ö K» 200 MOO

C E MA gain versus the mass for organic, noble , gas , and mercury ions.

G = i £ log{(£-1000)//«}

(£ in electron volts and m in amu)
We see that the behaviour of noble gas ions and Hg ions is similar, and that

the gain for atomic ions is smaller than for polyatomic ions, especially at the higher
masses.
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ABSTRACT

A simultaneous ion detector is described, consisting of a channeltron electron
multiplier array with phosphor screen and a vidicon-multichannel analyser com-
bination. Conversion factors and resolutions of the different components were
measured. The detector system allows 100 equidistant ion line images to be
resolved at 10% valley definition. Ion currents of minimally 3 • 10~16 A could be
monitored directly at the cathode ray tube (CRT) screen: the minimum number
of ions necessary to produce a detectable peak is approximately 220. Spectra of
krypton and xenon, obtained with a single focussing magnetic instrument, show a
maximum ratio of simultaneously detectable masses of 1.16 and a 2% peak
amplitude accuracy. Potentially, the new detector could find wide application in
the analysis of minute sample quantities, in the recording of extremely short
lasting ion events and in the alignment or focussing improvement of ion optical
apparatus.

INTRODUCTION

Channeltron Electron Multiplier Arrays (CEMA), also called "channel-
plates", are capable of amplifying weak ion currents by electron multiplication
while preserving both temporal and spatial distribution of the impinging ions [I].
The amplification factors have been shown to be sufficient for practical application
as ion detectors [2].

In mass spectrometry, a CEMA should find wide application for simultaneous
ion monitoring, since to some extent such detectors would combine the properties
of electron multipliers and of photoplates. This should enable the recording of
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spectra from extremely fasi events, such as flash pyroiysis or shock lube phenom-
ena, with conventional magnetic sector instruments. Moreover, in the analysis of
extremely small samples, simultaneous ion detection by channelplates might offer
a substantial increase in sensitivity over conventional electron multipliers, provided
that the total gain of a CEMA detector system approaches that of the latter.

With regard to the application of a CEMA in mass spectrometry, the most
difficult problem is the lack of read-out systems which fully employ the temporal
and spatial information provided by the CEMA. In this respect electro-optical
read-out using a fluorescent screen in combination with a vidicon tube appears to
be the most satisfactory solution, though incurring some loss of temporal resolu-
tion because of the relatively low scanning rate of TV systems. Thus far, no
working CEMA detector system for simultaneous ion monitoring appears to have
been reported, although some ideas on the design of such systems were described
by Boeltger [3].

In this paper we present experimental data on the combination of a CEMA
with a so-called Optical Multichannel Analyser (OMA). This detector offers
interesting possibilities for low resolution mass spectrometry using simple magnetic
sector instruments.

Cr,

(2

1

VIDICON
CAMERA

X-

OPTICAL
MULTICHANNEL

ANALYZER

Fig. I. Schematic diagram of the system: (I) ion source, -; I kV; (2) slit diaphragm, 6 0.1 mm2;
(3) magnetic analyser; (4) rectangular slit, 5-25 mm2, - 2 k V ; (5) CEMA input, -3JtV;
(6) CEMA output, - 2 kV; (7) phosphor sciscn, í 3 kV; (8) fibre optics; (9) photo objective
lens/— 85 mm, I : 1.4; (10) photo objective lens ƒ = 50 mm, I : 1.4. The combination of S, 6,
7 and 8 is a Channeltron Electron Multiplier Array BX 6025 B - DOS 21, made by Galileo Electro-
Optics Corp., Galileo Park, Slurbridge, Massachusetts. The Optical Multichannel Analyser and
vidicon camera system is made by SSR Instruments CO, Santa Monica, California.
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APPARATUS AND I:XPI;RIMCN í AL IW ilMQUI.

General description of I lie deled or

Figure I shows the schematic diagram ol' the system. Positive ions, coming
from a "Nier type" ion source, are accelerated, analysed and focussed. At the focal
plane a chunnelp'ate is mounted perpendicular to the main incident ion beam. This
channelplate functions here as an ion-to-electron converter, with negligible loss
of spatial information of the line spectrum image. Amplification factors of aCEMA
for ions of different structure and size have been reported in a previous publication
[2]. The same line image of electrons is proximity-focussed on a phosphor screen,
giving a visible image of the line spectrum. The fluorescent material of the phosphor
screen is coated directly on a fibre optic window. This window guides the light
image out of the vacuum system to a combination of two lenses, and this projects
the original line spectrum on the sensitive area of a vidicon camera tube which is
part of the optical multichannel analyser. The image stored at the vidicon target is
resolved into 500 lines by the scanning electron beam. The video signals from each
of these lines are integrated and stored in digital form. The contents of a given
channel are displayed digitally on the display panel of the OMA console. The
complete image can be viewed on a CRT and can be read-out with an X-Y
recorder.

Position of the CEMA

The deflection angle of the ion beam in the magnetic analyser is 60'. The
radius of the mean ion trajectory in the nrignet is 150 mm. Since the image plane
does not coincide with the CEMA surface, only ions impinging on the middle of
the CEMA are imaged sharply. Nevertheless because of the small beam aperture,
a resolution of 350 (10"'„ valley) coHd be obtained over the full width (25 mm)
of the channelplate.

Amplification and resolution of the CEMA

By applying + 3 k.V at the inpul surface of the channelplate, the total energy
of the impinging ions is raised to 4 keV. Across the CEMA a voltage of I kV is
maintained. At these values the corresponding amplification, for example, at mass
number 91, of organic ions is 3 • 103 [2]. The channel diameter is 15 ftm, with a
repetition distance of 19/im.

Performance of phosphor screen and fibre optics

An accelerating voltage of 5 kV between the output side of the channelplate
and the phosphor screen gave an energy efficiency of I %, so for green light, one
incident electron would give rise to 20 photons. We estimated that 15 photons
would be radiated in the forward direction by the metallic reflective coating on the
phosphor screen. The numerical aperture of the fibre faceplate, having black
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cladded fibres with a diameter of 6//m, was 1.05. The estimated transmission,
allowing for reflection and absorption losses, was better than 50 %.

The total resolution of the combination CEMA-phosphor screen-fibre
optics, as specified by the manufacturer, is 30 line pairs per mm. Our own measure-
ments, imaging a metal knife-edge mounted directly on the input surface of the
channelplate onto the fibre optics, showed the width of the transition zone from
light to dark to be 60 /im at 90 "/„ modulation.

The lens system, mounua between the fibre optics and the vidicon tube, con-
sisted of two optical lenses, with diaphragms of I : 1.4 and focal distances of
85 mm and 50 mm, respectively. The application of two lenses made it possible to
adjust them to infinity where the aberrations are smallest, at the same time reducing
the total distance between object and image to 200 mm. Both the fibre-optics end
and the vidicon target were situated at the focal distances of the lenses, so that
image reduction at the vidicon target was dependent on the ratio of the focal
distances, which was here 1.7. So each channel (24/<m) of the vidicon target
(12 mm) corresponds to 40.3 /im at the CEMA surface. The maximum half aper-
ture a of this lens combination is 0.2 radian. For the solid angle we can write:

io = 7T0£2 when a is small.

The full soiid angl; of the "light emitting" end of the fibre optics is In. This radia-
tion, however, is not isotropic but peaked in the forward direction. Thus the trans-
mission is more than 2 %, and we estimate it to be about 3 %. Measurements have
shown that the influence of the lenses on the resolution of the fibre optics is negli-
gible.

The conversion efficiency of incident photons on the vidicon target to counts
on the front panel displayas specified by the manufacturer is 3 • I0~4 counts per
photon. Imaging a narrow slit (30 urn) onto the vidicon target produced a peak
width of 3 optical channels at the CRT, which corresponds to a resolution of 1.5
optical channels.

Ion-to-couni conversion efficiency

Table 1 gives a summary of the various conversion factors and component
efficiencies. To verify the calculated ion-to-count conversion factor of 0.2 we
measured the output electron current of the CEMA at mje = 91 (C7H7

+ fragment
ion of 1,4-diisopropyIbenzene) using the phosphor screen as a Faraday cage
collector. Assuming a gain of 3 • 103 for this particular ion, we found 0.23 counts
per ion for the total conversion factor. Table 2 gives a summary of the resolutions
of the consecutive steps in the ion-to-count conversion procedure. The calculated
total resolution of 90 urn approaches the measured resolution of 2.3 optical chan-
nels or 94 /¿m at the CEMA target.
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TABLE 1

EFFECTIVE CONVERSION FACTORS AND COMPONENT EFFICIENCIES

lon-to-electroit conversion
Electron-to-photon conversion
Fibre optics efficiency
Lens optics efficiency
Photon-tO'Count conversion
Total ion-to-count conversion

S 3 • 103 electrons per ion
1S photons per electron
50%

3 %
3 - 10""* counts per photon
¿ 0.2 counts per ion

TABLE 2

SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENT COMPONENTS

ion-to-electron conversion
Electron image on phosphor screen
Fibre optics
Lens optics plus vidicon camera
Calculated total resolution

CEMA surface

30
60
6

90

CUT
(channels)

1.5
2.2

RESULTS

Spectra

Figure 2 shows the xenon spectrum at the best mass resolution obtained
(350 at 10 % valley). The peak heights are inuccurate because the shape of the peak

2<H

XENON

5" I
5
c

I
0- ULJL

124 126 128 130 02 13* 136 7,

• m/e
Fig. 2. Xenon spectrum, obtained at the maximum mass resolution of 350, as given by the OMA
digital display, showing the shape of the peaks, formed by 8 optical channels. To obtain the
absolute values of the ion intensities the conversion factor of 0.23 count/ion should be applied.
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Fig. 3. Krypton spectrum, obtained at a mass resolution of 150, showing the measuring accuracy.
The peak at 79.15 is a residual gas peak.

128

Fig. 4. Photograph of the xenon spectrum, taken at the site of the vidicon tube; ovcrcxposurc
caused fine broadening.

is defined by only 8 channels. Each peak is 6.5 channels wide (265 «m at the
CEMA surface) at 10 % of the peak height. We found that the ratio of the highest
and lowest simultaneously detected masses was 1.16. Slightly defocussing the
electron beam in the vidicon tube resulted in a lower mass resolution of about 150.
Figure 3 records the krypton spectrum, obtained in this way, showing ths relative
ion intensities of the different isotopes. Deviations of the peak heights are of the
order of ±2 % of the literature values.

The line shapes were visually optimized. Figure 4 shows a photograph of the
xenon spectrum taken at the site of the vidicon target. Some lines in this photo-
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graph are broadened because of over-exposure. Masses 124 and 126 could be
visualized by applying an even larger degree of over-exposure.

Detection limits

The spectrum in Fig. 2 wm, obtained with a total of 30 frame scans of the
vidicon, each scan taking about 1/30 s. To calculate the minimum detectable ion
current, consider mfe 128. The integrated area of this peak was J500 counts s"1.
Using the measured conversion factor this corresponds to 10"1S A. Considering
that a peak of about one third of this magnitude can still be detected, the minimum
detec»?.b!e ion current is approximately 3 • I0~16 A. Moreover, in a single-frame
scan (1/30 s) the peak at mje 128 proved to be just detectable above the background
noise. A signal-to-noise ratio of 1 is obtained at a signal level of 7 counts per
channel per frame scan. This means that the minimum total number of ions
necessary to produce a detectable peak under the given conditions was approx-
imately 220.

It is difficult to give a well defined value for the maximum detectable current
because within the resolution of the detector system there is no unambiguous
relation between the channelpiate surface and the optical channels: one channel
of the channelplale corresponds with several optical channels of the OMA system,
but also one optical channel corresponds with a certain width of the channelpiate.

The two limiting elements for the maximum detectable ion current are the
saturation of the channelpiate and the overloading of the OMA. being (for a linear
range) 3 • 10"13 A mm ~' channelplate and 20 • 103 counts s"1 per optical channel,
respectively. In our apparatus, having ion iine images with a length of 5 mm and
wider than 0.1 mm, the maximum detectable ion current is determined by the over-
loading of the OMA system. Using our image reduction and ion io-count conver-
sion, 3.2 • IO~13 A per mm channelplate is obtained in the spectral direction.

DISCUSSION

Detection limits

The best v,ay of coupling the phosphor screen to the vidicon target is through
fibre optics. In the present OMA system, however, the front of the photosensitive
layer prevents such coupling. Therefore the use of lens optics, with concomitant
high transmission losses, was necsssary.

The application of a so-called SIT (Silicon Intensified Target) vidicon tube
should give a thousand-fold improvement in sensitivity at a ten-fold higher noise
level, which results in an effective improvement of about 100 times. Moreover, this
tube has a fibre optic window, enabling direct coupling to the fibre optic window
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of the phosphor screen. Altogether, the net improvement in sensitivity might well
enable one to detect the arrival of single ions.

An alternative approach to the detection of single ions would be the use of
a two-stage CEMA, thereby achieving gains of 106-107 [4]. The relatively long
recovery time of such a double CEMA [5], however, may severely limit the maxi-
mum count rate.

Resolution limits

The measured resolution of 2.2 channels (Table 2) implies that, in the ideal
case, approximately 110 (ca. 500/(2x2.2)) equally spaced infinitely thin ion line
images can be resolved at 10 % valley. Obviously, in practice this value can only be
approached.

Potential applications

The simultaneous detection of all the masses in a specified mass range allows
the recording of extremely short-lasting processes such as is normally only afforded
by photoplate instruments. The advantage of our system is that the data are
immediately available. Secondly, assuming CEMA systems can be further devel-
oped for the detection of mass selected single ions, in some areas of mass spec-
trometry these detector* should afford a reduction of minimum sample quantities
by several orders of magnitude.

One of the most striking features of our detector was the relative ease with
which the ion optical image, provided by the mass spectrometer, could be opti-
mized. Therefore, we propose the use of this detector for alignment and focussing
improvement of ion optical instruments.
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ABSTRACT

A description is given of the combination of a single-focussing magnetic-
sector type mass spectrometer with two quadrupole lenses: an electrostatic qua-
drupole at the detector side and a magnetic one at the source side of the sector
magnet. The electrostatic lens changes the mass dispersion, whilst the magnetic
lens is used as an image-corrector lens which moves and rotates the focal plane
to the desired position producing a sharp line spectrum on the detector plane per-
pendicular to the main ion beam. The ion detector consists of a (flat) channeltron
electron multiplier array with a phosphor screen and a Vidicon-multichannel-
analyser combination for sinviltaneous read-out. A computer program is discussed
for the design of the lens system and the calculation of the ion trajectories of the
different masses. Experiments (performed with i,4-diisopropylbenzene) show a
maximum ratio of 1.2 of simultaneously detectable masses when both quadrupoles
are inoperative; 1.6 with the quadrupoles in operation and 1.01 when both qua-
drupoles have reversed polarities, with a mass resolution of 350, 200 and 2000
respectively. Deviations between theory and experiment, expansion and limitations
of the lens system, and extension of the mass range ^re discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In mass spectrometry most magnetic-sector instruments are provided with
one detector slit and an electrical or magnetic mass scan. This implies that during
the measurement of one mass, the information on the other masses is lost. If one
is interested in only one kind of ion, as in leak detection for example, this is no
difficulty but it can be a problem if one is interested in a larger part of the spectrum,
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even if sufficient sample is available. Moreover fast events cannot be measured by
magnetic scanning.

A partial solution of this problem is obtained by applying more than one
detector slit. For isotope measurements the magnetic-sector instruments are
provided with several detector slits, measuring the ion intensities of several ion
beams simultaneously. Tf two fixed detector slits are used, only two masses in a
fixed ratio can be measured, corresponding usually with two special masses, as
other combinations of two masses in general have a different mass ratio. The
mechanical adjustment of the detector slits combined with the detector is very
complicated.

Another solution is the simultaneous detection of the spectrum by means of
a photographic plate. No ions are lost but the read-out time is considerable. Also
the size of the plate, which has to be positioned in the mass focal plane, is quite
large, w hich makes the equipment bulky.

The applicability of both solutions is greater when the dispersion of the
instrument can be changed to an appreciable extent. The new system, comprising
two additional quadrupole lenses, opens the following possibilities:

(a) changing the geometric size of the mass spectrum in such a way that the
different mass focal points can be brought at widely variable distances into the
focal plane (change in dispersion);

(b) changing the inclination of the focal plane in a desired way, producing
a. sharp ion line image on a detector surface placed at right angles to the central
mass trajectory (rotation of the focal plane);

(c) changing the mass resolution by changing the ratio of dispersion and
magnification of the ion source slit width;

(d) changing the distance of the focal plane from the main optical plane,
without changing the positions of the ion source, sector magnet and quadrupole
lenses (focus adjustment).

Obviously these changes are not independently variable. The two qua-
drupoles produce two independent variables, introduction of more lenses gives
more versatility. Since the introduction of a simultaneous ion detector consisting
of a channeltron electron multiplier array of small dimensions with direct read-out
of the spectrum, all these variations are very helpful to make optimal use of this
device, e.g. many masses with relatively low resolution or a few masses with
higher resolution.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ION OPTICAL SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows the principle of the ion optical system and the general
arrangement of the optical elements. It consist of an ion source, a magnetic qua-
drupole lens, a sector magnet, an electrostatic quadrupole lens, and a simultaneous
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A B C

Fig. 1. Principle of the ion-optical system, consisting of a single-focussing sector magnet and
two additional quadrupole lenses. The magnetic lens strength is negative, and the electric lens
strength positive in the median plane. (I) Ion source exit slit; (2) magnetic quadrupole lens; (3)
sector magnet; (4) electrostatic quadrupole lens; (5) and (6) post-acceleration slits; (7) CEM A; (8)
phosphor screen; (9) fibre optic rod which leads the line spectrum out of the vacuum system;
(10) mass spectrum.

ion *- .cr. In Fig. l(b) t:x \.~ .-ptical trajectories of three different masses, mA,
mB ar * r,ic, where mA < mB < mc, are considered. The ions, extracted from the
ion source, are accelerated and deflected, dependent on mass, in a sector magnet,
giving images of the ion source at the points A', B' and C'. The focal plane goes
through A', B' and C'. For simultaneous detection of several different ions a plane
detector is mounted at the position of B' perpendicular to the ion beam through
B'. Ions, however, focussing at A' and C' produce unsharp line images at AD and
CD. Obviously the unsharpness depends on the aperture angle in the ion optical
system.

Introduction of the electrostatic quadrupole lens in such a way that the
lens action in the median plane is convergent, will deflect the ¡on beams, going
through A' and C', towards the optical axis and move the focal points A', B' and
C' towards the points AE', BE' and CE' respectively. This results in a total un-
sharpness, which can be corrected however by applying a virtual mass-dependent
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projection of the ion source at AM, BM and CM. This is possible using a magnetic
quadrupole lens in such a way that the lens action is divergent in the median plane.
ín this way the focal points AE', BE' and CE' will move to the positions AME',
BME' and CME' on the detector plane. So the application of these two quadrupole
lenses results in a considerable reduction of the mass dispersion and in a rotation
of the focal plane to the desired position.

It should also be possible to increase the mass dispersion, changing the
polarities of the applied voltages on the electrostatic quadrupole lens and the
current through the coils of the magnetic quadrupole lens. In this configuration
the ion beams A and C deflect from the optical axis and the focal points A', B"
and C' move away from the electrostatic quadrupole lens by the divergent lens
action of this lens. The magnetic quadrupole lens however will move the focal
points back to the detector piane.

ín contrast with the case of reduced dispersion, a rotation of the focal plane
in the opposite direction is noted here. The opening angle of the ion beam is
decreased ir. inverse proportion to the enlarged image (linearly magnified). So the
roiation of the image plane in the opposite sense does not necessarily imply a
reduction of the sharpness.

MATRIX CALCULATIONS OF THE ION OPTICAL SYSTEM

Calculations have been done with regard to the main ion beam of mass »iB,
this being taken as the r-axis; the exit plane of the sector magnet and the detector
plane are perpendicular to this axis. Consequently the exit-height and exit-angle
of ions leaving the sector magnet and the entry-height and entiy-angle of ions
impinging at the detector plane are related to the 2-axis on the assumption that only
the main trajectories of the different masses are considered.

Table 1 gives the elements of the matrices, shown in Fig. 2, for the decrease

TABLE I

MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE MOTION IN THE MEDIAN PLANE WITH REFERENCE TO THE DECREASE OF

DISPERSION

Matrix Element

A, C, C2 , Q, S
A,
P,
B

p

R

a
i
Entry height
Exit height
cos (ALLE)

cosh (kMLM)

12

¿A.C.Cl.Q.S

AE~' sin (kELL)

*M-'si„h«MtM>

21

0
Entry angle
Exit angfc /?(/;;)
-A t sin (A|¡£.r.>

Rim) cos \Piin)',

AM sinh (AM¿M'

22

1

cos |ALÍ.C>

cos ß{m)

cosh Í/ÍM¿M)
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the ion-optical matrices used in the computer calculations, with
reference to the median plane.

of dispersion, with the symbols deñned as follows:
/A C C 2qS , lengths in the different field-free spaces; £MiE, effective lens

lengths; ¿ M E characteristic values of the lens strengths; R(m), radius of the ion
beam in the sector magnet; 0, fixed deflection angle of the main ion beam, equal
to the sector angleof the magnet; ß(m), exit angle of themain trajectory of mass m,
defined by the following expression derived by means of geometrical considerations:

ß(m) = - arctan(/?Vl-(/f)2)

where

and

R(m) = Ä(mB)x V¡ —

0)

(2)

(3)

The derivation of the matrix elements of the deflection magnet P is as
follows: the combined matrix of a sector magnet and oblique exit angle has already
been described [1]:

cos 4> Rsinij)

- sinQ+ff) cosQ+Z?)

R cos/7 cos/?

which can be transformed into another matrix by considering a fixed-sector
magnet with sector angle 4>, a calculated value of R(mB) for an oblique exit angle
and the relation <j>(m) = <f>—ß(m), giving: (4)
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cos{<j>-ß(m)}

— sin <f>

R(m) sin {(¡>-

c o s <f>

R(m) cos {ß(m)} cos {ß(m)}

In order to find the desired positions and lens strengths of the quadrupole
lenses with the aid of a computer a special procedure has been used. Estimated
values were first made for all distances. For imaging the ion source at B' (see
Fig. 2) the matrix element [1, 2] of product matrix [ A x B x C x P x Q x R x S J
should be zero. When kM of the magnetic quadrupole lens has got a small initial
value for ions mB then the value kE of the electrostatic quadrupole lens can be
calculated by iteration. It is apparent that for every vaiue of kM there is only one
value of kE holding this matrix element at zero, which means in practice that the
points B' and BME' remain coincident as the lens strengths are varied.

Next, consider how the ion beams mx and mc achieve the positions of their
two images with regard to the detector plane. Owing to the relatively large value
oí Arnim (ca. 0.6 in our experiment) the calculation is most rapidly done by divi-
sion into several separate steps instead of multiplying a series of (3 x 3) matrices
with each other. The first step is the determination of the entry-height and entry-
angle in the detector plane, written as the vector [A, ], calculated from the expres-
sion:

[A,] = [AxBxCxP , ]

where [P, ] is a mass-dependent vector whose elements are given by:

sin {0-/?(/»)}

sin
P,(2, I) =

(5)

(6)

(7)

The last step is the calculation of the positions of the images AME' and CME'
in the r-direction, using the product matrix [BxC2]. For the matrix element
C2(l, 2), representing the length of the dotted line in Fig. 2, one can write:

where d(m) is the image distance with respect to the exit plane of the sector magnet,
as caused by the matrix [PxQxRxS] .

Repeating the described procedure for different lens lengths, strengths, and
positions and the positions of source and detector plane, an optimal configuration
of the complete system is achieved. Because of the double function of the magnetic
quadrupole lens (defocussing and rotation of the focal plane) only one value of
kE and kM gives a sharp image over the whole of the detector plane, if all distances
are fixed. Otherwise under the given conditions the angle between the foca! plane
and the detector is a function of the dispersion. When another dispersion is
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desired, the peripheral unsharpness, depending on the beam aperture in the median
plane, should be related to the desired mass resolution.

APPARATUS

Design of the optical proportions

In a single-focussing magnetic-sector instrument, having a radius R(mB)
of 165 mm and a sector angle of 60°, a plane simultaneous ion detector was
mounted at focal point B'. The ion image on the plane detector should be adapted
to the effective diameter (20 mm) of this detector in the median plane; the length
of the ion lines is limited to 5 mm. This simultaneous ion detector consists of a
Channel Electron Multiplier Array (CEMA) as ion-electron converter in com-
bination with a phosphor screen which converts the ampliñed electron line image
into a similar light image by proximity focussing. A Vidicon T.V. camera com-
bined with an Optical Multichannel Analyser system, including 500 separated
channels, is used for image read-out. A detailed description of this detector system
has already been given [2].

30-

Fig. 3. Calculated entry-height of the impinging ions on the detector plane for different masses
as a function of the characteristic lens strength value kM.
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m/e = 150

m/e = 146

002 0.03 0.04

kM (mm"1)

mie = 100

Fig. 4. Calculated ¡mage-distance for different masses, related to the detector plane in the z-
dírectíon, as a function of the characteristic lens strength value ku.

The calculation was performed for ions with mass number mfe 100-150
a.m.u., this being about the maximum mass range which can pass simultaneously
through the flight tube. To illustrate in principle the most important results of
the complete ion optical system (including the proportions as described in the
Appendix), Figs. 3 and 4 show the calculated entry-height on the detector plane
and the image distance in the z-direction related to the respective detector plane
as a function of kM under the conditions where the entry-height and image-
distance for mje 122 a.m.u. remain zero. These conditions can be maintained by
appropriate lens strengths to the electrostatic quadrupole. From these values it
can be seen that there exists a considerable tilt of the focal plane in the right sense and
a decrease in dispersion which allows a larger mass-range to be detected by the
simultaneous ion detector. This occurs, for example, when kM = 14 • 10~3 mm' 1

andkE = 8- 10"3mm"1.
The magnetic and electrostatic potentials, respectively, were calculated by

applying the following formulae [3]
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M ""
l/Jfl'

with the symbols defined as follows:

±ni, magnetic potential on the pole piece surfaces (A turns);

+ V, electrode potential of the electrostatic quadrupole;
oM,E» radius of the inscribed circle of the quadrupole lenses;

Ho, permeability;

mB, mass of a particle in the main ion beam;
e, elementary charge; and

e<j>0, energy of the particle.

When the mechanical dimensions given in the Appendix are inserted, in eqns. (9)
and (10), then the magnetic potential is ca. 1100 A turns and the electrostatic
potential 50 V. Both values of lens potentials are such that practical realization
is possible.

The plane detector

In a previous paper [4] measurements of the amplification factors of a
CEMA acting as an ion-to-electron converter are described. Adequate amplification
(> 103 for masses up to 600 a.m.u.) is obtained when the total energy of the
impinging ions is more than 4 keV. For example, ions with an energy of 1 keV
which have passed the flight tube and electrostatic quadrupole, are post-accelerated
to 4 keV by applying 3 kV to the CEMA surface. Two rectangular slits in front
of the CEMA (see Fig. 1), which define the ion line image, are held at voltages
between zero and the CEMA-surface voltage. Besides the image limitation there
is also considerable influence on the dispersion and image aberrations, the magni-
tude depending on the voltages applied to these slits. Firstly, if slit 5 is earthed
and slit 6 held at CEMA-potential, there is mainly a positive lens action (ƒ
estimated to be ca. 4 cm) close to the detector plane, giving rise to a large pin-
cushion-shaped distortion of the ion line spectrum. Secondly, when both slits are
held at CEMA-potential there exists a positive lens action between the electro-
static quadrupole and the outside slit (ƒ ca. 20 cm), producing an additional
decrease in mass dispersion and a small negative lens action (ƒ ca. 50 cm) close
to the detector plane, and hence a barrel-shaped distortion of the ion line spectrum.
Therefore during the experiment the line image can visually be adjusted by applying
a voltage to the outside slit in such a way that both effects cancel out.

1

V
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RESULTS

Mass spectra, obtained without the use of quadrupole lenses, show a maxi-
mum ratio of simultaneously detectable masses of 1.2 and a mass resolution of 350
at 10% valiey definition. Figure 5 shows a mass spectrum of 1,4-diisopropyl-
benzene acquired with simultaneous detection on a channel plate. Figure 6 gives

JUJ VA.

119

100 »5 1» 16
m/e

120

Fig. 5. Simultaneously detected mass spectrum, of 1,4-diisopropylbenzene, showing the mass-
range m/e, 100-120 a.m.u. and a mass resolution of 300. Neither quadrupole lens is used.

*

147

162

105 IK) 120 130 140 ISO
—» m/e

160

Fig. 6. Simultaneously detected mass spectrum of 1,4-diisopropylbenzene, showing the mass-
range mje, 105-162 a.m.u. and a mass resolution of 200. The electric quadrupole lens is positive
and the magnetic quadrupole lens is negative in the median plane.
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the spectrum of the same material, showing the maximum simultaneously detect-
able mass ratio of ca. 1.6, when the quadrupole lenses are used. The mass resolu-
tion has decreased to 200. This relatively low resolution is caused mainly by the
limitations in spatial resolution of the simultaneous ion detector and the ion-beam
divergence behind the magnetic quadrupole, producing an effect on the opening
angle aberrations. In the case where the ions have an energy of 1 keV the measured
potentials on the quadrupole lenses were 1 kAmp turns and 60 V respectively.

In contrast, when the polarities on both quadrupole lenses were changed,
spectra as given in Fig. 7 were obtained, showing an increase of mass dispersion
coupled with a higher mass resolution.

Maximum mass resolution could be achieved by further increase of the
mass dispersion. Figure 8 shows a mass spectrum of a mixture of CO, N2 and CJHJ.

giving a mass resolution of 2000. The measured lens potentials were 120 A turns
and 1800 V for ions with an energy of 2 keV.

DISCUSSION

Differences between calculated and experimental results

Comparing the experimental and calculated lens potentials and the maxi-
mum ratio of simultaneously detectable masses, good agreement is noted. For the
lens potentials the deviations were ca. 10%. The calculated maximum mass
ratio was 1.53, approaching the measured value of 1.55 satisfactorily. The increase

K)2 »3 KW
m/e

Fig. 7. Simultaneously detected mass spectrum of i,4-diisopropylbenzene, showing the mass
range in/e, 101-104 a.m.u. and a mass rcolution or 500. The electric quadrupole is negative and
the magnetic quadrupole is positive in the median plane. Compared with Fig. 6, the polarities
of the applied voltages and currents on both lenses are reversed.
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2800

Fig. 8. Simultaneously detected mass spectrum of N 2
+ , C2H«+ and CO+ showing an increased

mass resolution of 2000. Compared with Fig. 7 this spectrum has been taken with increased lens
strengths and higher ion energies (up to 2 kcV).

of the mass range, caused by the electrostatic fields between the electrostatic qua-
drupole lens, rectangular post-acceleration slits and the CEMA surface, was
found to be ca. 60 %.

The high mass resolution, obtained when the polarities of the lens potentials
were reversed, in spite of the rotation of the focal plane in the opposite sense,
was surprising. According to the computer calculations the projection of the
width of the ion source on the detector is more than ten-times larger than the
width of the ion source. This means that according to Liouville's theorem the
ion-beam aperture is proportionally smaller, resulting in much smaller image
aberrations and a large depth of focus. In this way also ions, impinging at the
periphery of the detector plane are projected with adequate sharpness.
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Limitations of the quadrupole lenses

Since the lens action of the electrostatic quadrupole is a function of the
ratio of ion energy to electrode potentials there are no limitations on the magnitude
of kE; only electric arcs between electrodes will limit the height of the applied
voltages.

The lens strength of a magnetic quadrupole lens however is a function of
the ratio ion momentum to magnetic potential, which implies that the magnetic
field in the lens must increase for ions of higher mass numbers or higher energies.
With regard to the magnetic saturation in the iron circuit one can estimate the
total magnetic flux through one pole piece which comes from the two adjacent
pole pieces. For this purpose, consider the inscribed circle aM of the quadrupole
and the half-circles of the magnetic pole pieces, which have a radius of 1.15aM,
minimizing the I2-pofe components of the magnetic field. The resulting magnetic
field B inside the quadrupole is given by:

ana oy —
2ß0NIx

a

Suppose that these equations are valid for values of x and y between 0 and 2aM

and that the largest part of the flux passes through that area. Then the flux ̂  can
be expressed as:

(12)

Assuming the pitch area of each pole piece to be 2.3¿MoM and neglecting the
magnetic resistance, the field in the iron circuit is:

B «
3.5ft0NI

2.3LMaM aM

Substitution of eqn. (9) into eqn. (13) gives:

(13)

(14)

When one substitutes the value AM = 14 • 10 3 mm ' and the optical data,
mentioned in the Appendix: B « 0.3 T in the iron circuit, which is quite low
compared with a saturation level of 1 T.

In order to operate with high lens strengths, mass numbers or ion energies,
it should be noted that saturation levels and the radius aht arc important factors in
the design of such a lens. For example, au cannot be chosen too small
without causing lens aberrations.
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Expansion of the ¡ens system

As has been stated previously, the rotation of the focai plane is a function
of the mass dispersion. To avoid this dependency it is possible to combine the
magnetic quadrupole lens with another electrostatic quadrupole lens close to it.
The function of the magnetic lens is then rotation of the focal plane to the desired
position. The electrostatic lens serves as a corrector lens, translating the ion image
along the z-axis to the detector plane.

Further increase of the maximum simultaneoulsy detectable mass ratio

The application of the described apparatus is limited by the relatively small
mass range caused by the width of the flight tube, the diameter of the electrostatic
quadrupole and the size of the channel plate. A good approach to the solution of
this particular problem can be found by reducing the sector angle of the deflection
magnet and shortening the length of the flight tube. This is possible because the
sharp projection of the ion image is no longer dependent on the focal action of the
sector magnet only. In this way, maximum simultaneously detectable mass ratios
of 1: 4 or more should be possible, especially since larger channel-plate detectors
(75 mm diain.) are available.

APPENDIX

Mechanica} dimensions

Ion source slit

4

-'Q

lc

k

ID

5x0.15 mm2

160 mm
110 mm
17.5 mm

20 mm
165 mm
60°
80 mm
100 mm
30 mm
111 mm

see Table 1

Diameter of CEMA detector 20 mm

Electrical data

Ion energy (etfio) +1 and 2 keV
Voltage on CEMA surface - 3 kV
Mass of ion mB 122 x 1.67 x 10~" kg
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C H A P T E R IV

EWPOIMTION AM) DETECTION OF !. \RiiE MOLECTLES

INTRODUCTION

An application of the simultaneous ion detector, as described in

Chapter II, is the analysis of ionized particles formed during a very

short time. As an example we deal with the investigation of non-vola-

tile organic material e.g. bio polymers. Special attention will be paid

to the analysis of large molecular ions.

Prior to the ionization it is necessary to convert the solid mate-

rial into more volatile products. A way to evaporate large fragments,

or even the complete molecule is to heat the solid sample quickly.

However the temperature at which evaporation takes place may be so

high that decomposition already occurs below this temperature. In this

respect a very short heating time of the sample might perhaps enable a

reduction of the decomposition and an enhancement of the evaporation

[1], The application of a CO« laser pulse can provide such short

heating times.

Ionization takes place by electron impact on the desorbed particles.

In order to prevent the loss of large pyrolysis products or complete

parent molecules by adsorption on the walls of the pyrolysia reactor

it is necessary to heat the sample in the ionization chamber, close to

the ionizing electron beam. If the true relative abundance of fragmen-

tation products is to be recorded,the sampling of ions should take

place directly after the volatilization and the sampling time should

be taken as short as possible. After all the rate cf adsorption is

highest for non-volatile fragments. This results in a change in the

distribution of the fragmentation products in the ionization chamber

with time. Furthermore a short measuring time may in principle enable

to determine a "time profile" of the distribution of the fragment ions.

An additional bonua is that the influence of residual gas ions will be

reduced.
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Figure 1 - Electron impact ion source with vacuum lock and far-infrared

lens system.

1) germanium lens (f= 128 mm) for laser beam focussing; 2)

ZnSe window as vacuum feed through; 3) ionization chamber;

4) probe; 5) sliding rod; 6) high-vacuum valve; 7) connection

to high-vacuum pump; 8) connection to pre-vacuum puxp; 9)

deflection plates for adjustment and sampling of the ion

beam; 10) extraction plates; 11) ionizing electron beam;

12) calibration gas inlet; 13) auxiliary magnets for the

electron beam; 14) repeller.
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EXPERIMENTAL

A specially designed electron impact ion source, as shown in figure

1, has been constructed in such a way that volatilization takes place

close to the ionizing electron beam. The solid samples can be brought

into the ionization chamber by means of a probe and a vacuum lock

system. At the opposite side of the inlet system the CO» laser beam

(A = 10.6 iim) is focussed by a Germanium lens and transmitted through
2

a ZnSe window. This system provides an intense focus of about 0.! mm

on the sample. The pulse.time of the TEA - CO« laser is 150 ns and the

total energy per laser shot could be kept approximately at 0.1 J, which

appears to be enough to heat and evaporate a small amount of solid

sample. One of the reasons to take a CO» laser for this experiment was

the fact that the wavelength is quite close to a strong infrared ab-

sorption band of most organic materials (X = 9.6 pm).

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the experimental set-up. When

the unknown sample has been introduced into the ionization chamber the

CO. laser can be started manually. After the start pulse the electric

discharge is generated in the laser head after which the pulsed infra-

red light beam is released. A fibre optic cable connects optically the

electric arc in the laser with a photo sensitive element, triggering

simultaneously the electronic delay circuit. The function of the delay

circuit is to give an adjustably delayed electrical trigger pulse to

the "time window" controller and multichannel analyser. The applica-

tion of a fibre optic signal connection was necessary because the high

frequency signal from the laser had to be shielded completely to pre-

vent interference effects.

Before the measurement takes place the detector region has to be

free of ions or other undesired signals. For this purpose the ion

source is provided with a deflector, which prevents background gas

ions to pass through the analyser. Only during the sampling time the

voltage difference on the deflection plates is switched off which is

controlled by the "time window" - and delay electronics. Both the de-

lay time as well as the sampling time can be adjusted from 20 ns to

100 s. In contrast with the short detection time the read-out time

with the vidicon camera is much longer, caused by the "image lag".

The best results are obtained with about 10 frame scans of the vidicon

camera (* 330 ms).

s.
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Figure 2 - Block diagram of the experimental set-up.
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Figure 3 - Mass spectrum of Glycyl-Leucyl-Tyrosine (15 eV).
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RESULTS

As an example of the performance of the above described system we

show the mass spectrum of Glycyl-Leucyl-Tyrosine in figure 3. The most

important mass peak corresponds to evaporation of the tripeptide. The

measuring time, as controlled by the "time window", was 4 ms.

Mass spectra of chlorophyll prove that even very large (m/e > 900)

cationized molecular ions (M+Na or M + K ) as well as series of large

fragment ions can be detected. This indicates that this method of volá-

til izati in might be an interesting addition to the range of "soft"

desorption and -ionization techniques, e.g. field-desorption.

In its present state the system, described in Chapter III, has a

'limited range of masses that can be simultaneously recorded. Therefore

spectra, such as shown in figure 3, have been composed from a number of

si iall spectra. A serious problem in attempting to join partial mass

spectra are changes in the peak width of a given mass as a function of

the projection place on the detector plane, due to variations in the

ion-optical magnification of the ion source slit width. These changes

in peak width immediately affect the apparent peak height. Moreover

each partial spectrum represents the results of a different laser shot

and therefore the peak heights depend on the level of the reproducibi-

lity, obtained.

Since integral number of counts per mass peak, in the OMA memory, is

proportional to the total number of ions of that particular mass number,

impinging on the detector, the best way of comparing the overlapping

mass peaks is to determine the peak areas instead of the peak heights.

REFERENCES:

D.F. Forgerson, R.P. Skowronski, R. D. Macfarlane, Biochem.Biophys.Res.

Commun. 60, 616 (1974).
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C H A P T E R V

A TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETER FOR THE RECORDING

OF COLL1SIONAL IMU'CEI) FRAGMENT-IONS

INTRODUCTION

Structure analysis of organic ions by means of collision induced

dissociation can be performed with a tandem mass spectrometer and a

collision chamber. The first stage selects the ions to be investigated,

after which these ions are led into a gas cell where they are disinte-

grated into characteristic fragments. Next these secondary fragments

are analysed by the second stage, consisting of a sector magnet - simul-

taneous ion detector combination. It is a well known fact that in most

cases such dissociation processes produce a considerable velocity dis-

tribution on the fragment ions, giving rise to a low mass resolution.

It is obvious to try to compensate the velocity dispersion of the

second stage by means of a Wien filter because the main velocity of the

different fragment masses is the same. In this respect the appendix of

this chapter describes theoretically an attempt to introduce such a

filter between the collision chamber and the second stage. In this ap-

pendix it is shown that the strongly mass dependent lens strength

makes this filter not suitable for simultaneous correction when a larte

mass ratio of e.g. 4 : I is to be recorded simultaneously.

On the other hand the application of a high post-acceleration field

after the collision chamber appears to be very successful. In the first

section the general ion-optical properties are shown w'.iich reduce the

momentum- and the angular spread as a function of the relative mass

of the fragments.

This post-acceleration has been applied in the design and ion-opti-

cal calculations of the tandem mass spectrometer as described in the

second section. Much attention has been paid to the ion optics of the

post-acceleration itself, the pre-focal action by means of quadrupole

lenses and the shape of the sector magnet, providing the acquisition

of the desired mass range on a 75 mm diameter channelplate surface

(CEMA).
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i. IMPROVEMENT OF RESOLUTION AND TRANSMISSION IN COLLISIONAL

ACTIVATION MASS SPECTROMETRY; SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

GENERAL

With regard to the construction of a tandem mass spectrometer, used

for measurements of collision-induced fragment ions, a difficult pro-

blem is how to obtain separated mass peaks and high transmission for

all fragment ions [1]. Some improvement has been achieved by increasing

the energy of the primary ion beam, e.g. from 4 to 8 keV [2,33. However,

thus far no attempt has been made to define optimum conditions which can

satisfy both demands simultaneously. Most instruments suffer from con-

siderable resolution or transmission losses, mainly due to the extra

kinetic energy spread of the fragment ions after dissociation. Both

from theory [4] as well as from experimental results [3,4] we can deduce

that dissociation energy release values of large singly charged ions may

amount to the order of one electron volt. In mass spectra this energy

release results in a symmetrical broadening of the fragment peaks.

This broadening is proportional to the square root of the product of

impact energy and dissociation energy release. Inelastic collisions of

precursor ions, however, result in a kinetic energy loss. The amount of

energy loss of the centre of mass system varies between the threshold

energy of the dissociation process (mostly a fraction of one electron

volt) and the maximum energy conversion at a head-on collision with a

target atom. However, such head-on collisions happen very rarely. So we

assume that in most processes the energy loss of the centre of mass

system is negligibly small compared with the energy spread of the frag-

ment ions. This assumption has been verified experimentally by Kerwin

and McGowan [5] for reactions with N_ ions.

CALCULATIONS

Starting from general considerations one can derive some necessary

conditions, in the mass spectrometer, which limit mass-, energy- and

angular-spread, or in other terms the momentum distribution.
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Figure 1 - Simplified scheme of a tandem mass spectrometer with the

various optical components and their ion-optical potentials,

with reference to the precursor ion.

1) ion source; 2) defining slit; 3) first mass selector

(magnetic sector type); 4) collision chamber; 5) accelera-

tion slit; 6) second mass analyser (magnetic or electric

sector type); 7) ion detector.

Fre- and post-acceleration take place between ion source-

defining slit and collision chamber-accelerating slit,

respectively.



When a precursor ion m dissociates into two fragments m, and m. with a

dissociation energy release T the maximum momentum of m. will be (ac-

cording to the principles of conservation of energy and momentum)

,/2Tny°T'
mlul =V — ñ '

where u. is the velocity of m., in the centre of mass system, after the

dissociation. Assuming the ion-optical potentials of the ion source and

gas cell are zero and V respectively (see fig. 1) then the initial mo-

mentum of fragment ion m. in the direction of the optical axis is

mlvl - ral
2 VP

where v is the velocity of m. in the lab. system.

So the maximum relative momentum-spread in the gas cell is

which is nearly equal to the maximum angular-spread if the condition
m,

T « Ve — is fulfilled.
m

In the same way we find for the maximum energy-spread:

and for the maximum relative energy-spread

4
mo

\JT Ve

Ve —
mo

m1ffi2 ftl «_

Ve mj '

When fragment ions emerging from the collision chamber are further acce-

lerated by applying a voltage V, to a second spectrometer-detector
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Figure 2,3 - Maximum momentum-spread and angular-spread as a function

of the relative mass of the fragments. The figures in the

graphs indicate the impact voltage V in kVolts, the post-

acceleration voltage V, -V and the detector potential

V, , respectively. The characteristics are taken at 1 eV

dissociation energy release.

A different value of this energy would change the ordinate

in both cases proportional to the square root of the ener-

gy«
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system (see fig. 1) all above formulae change (V, > V). The new

maximum relative momentum-spread, with regard to the optical axis will

be smaller for all fragment ions, according to the following expression

Ap,

'1

The way in which the acceleration takes place determines the extra

change of maximum angular spread after the collision chamber. When M

is the magnification of the gas cell slit width, projected onto the de-

tector, then the maximum angular-spread for small angles in this detec-

tor part is

1

M, Vm,
T m2/e

VVdet

according to the principle of Abbe-Helmholtz.

In order to give an impression of the advantage of this post-accelera-

tion figure 2 and figure 3 show the maximum momentum-spread and angular-

spread respectively, both related to the optical axis as a function of

the relative mass of the fragments. The characteristics are taken at

four different values for V and V, and an assumed dissociation energy

release of 1 eV. We notice that especially low mass fragments get a

larger decrease in angular— and momentum-spread when post-acceleration

is applied.

For mass spectrometric purposes it is important to know what kind of

selector system will be applied. When an electrostatic analyser is taken

as a mass selector for an adjacent fragment m_ one has to fulfil the

condition

which indicates that only the kinetic energy of the precursor ion rela-

tive to the gas cell does affect the mass resolution but not the post-

acceleration. On the other hand both the impact energy and (especially)
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the detector potential are capable of changing the mass resolution con-

siderably when a magnetic sector is used in the second stage. To obtain

unit mass resolution the following condition has to be satisfied:

where

2 V
nij V -

> m_.

T XT Tfl TTÏ

V m o < V d e t

f e

- V)
V 3 rV m

m3 V mo<Vdet

VVdet - V>

These conditions are imperative but not sufficient. Additional ion-op-

tical conditions have to be fulfilled in the design of the second stage

of the mass spectrometer in order to obtain unit resolution.

CONCLUSION

Obviously the advantages of post-acceleration are clear, e.g. the im-

provements, which have been achieved by increasing only the pre-accele-

ration from 4 to 8 kV, are rather small when the energy-spread and mass

resolution are considered. The same acceleration voltage taken as post-

acceleration does increase the mass resolution considerably more,

especially for the lower mass fragments emerging from the collision

chamber. As seen from fig. 2 the highest mass resolution is obtained

by applying a high post-acceleration and a low pre-acceleration. This

implies, however, a substantial transmission loss in the collision cham-

ber itself (see the graphs with zero post-acceleration). It is better

to provide the apparatus with both sufficient pre- as well as post-

acceleration.

According to the geometry of the gas cell, the expected dissociation

energy release and the kind of measurements being made, one can inter-

change pre- or post-acceleration for sensitivity or resolution. It is

important to be aware that post-acceleration implies that part of the

apparatus is at a high voltage.
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2. DESIGN OF THE COMPLETE MASS SPECTROMETER

PRELIMINARY ION-OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE SECOND STAGE

From the results of section 1. the decision V7as made to apply a

post-acceleration voltage of 30 kV after the collision chamber. This

implies that special attention has to be paid to the properties of the

sector magnet. In this respect let us assume that the -main ion passes

the central trajectory of the sector magnet and has a mass number

5 m =400. In fact this central mass will be considered as a dissocia-

ted fragment ion from a larger precursor ion m . We put that this frag-

ment, ion has to be projected at the centre of the channelplate detec-

tor. A small width of the pole gap may severely limit the total ion

transmission. But a strong magnetic field is difficult to achieve at

wider pole gaps. A compromise is found for a 15 mm pole gap width and

a maximum magnetic field of approximately 0.7 Tesla. Consequently this

limits the main sector radius R to a minimum of 750 mm.

The purpose of our design is the acquisition of a mass range of si-

multaneously detectable masses with a maximum mass ratio of 4 : 1 on a

75 mm diameter CEMA surface, in such a viay that the total magnification

of the collision chamber slit-width is about unity. It is obvious that

the lens action of a 15° sector angle is rather small. On the other

hand a larger sector angle would cause a too large mass dispersion. As

pref ocussing device an electrostatic quadrupole lens is added before the

sector magnet, providing a projection of ion line images on the CEMA

surface. As has been shown already in Chapter III the ion line images

are only sharp in the centre of the CEMA surface. The resulting oblique

angle of the mass focal plane, with regard to this surface, originates

from the focal action of the sector magnet and the mass dependent lens

strength of the electrostatic lens. Computer calculations show that

this angle is largest when no post-acceleration is applied. These pre-

liminary calculations were performed with the consecutive ion optical

elements: accelerating field, electrostatic quadrupole lens (EQL) and

sector magnet (SM).



ION OPTICS OF THE ACCELERATING FIELD

The accelerating field, situated just after the collision chamber,

forms a substantial part of the second stage of the tandem mass spec-

trometer. Mostly an acceleration is coupled with an inconvenient lens

action of the electrodes. Because of the fact that after the accelera-

tion a constant amount of energy has been added to the mono-velocity

particles we are confronted with a mass dependent lens action. This

lens action, which is larger for smaller fragment ions, causes a confuse

image distribution of different nasses with regard to the lens system

behind it. According to ion-optical calculations of an electrode sys-

tem consisting of round apertures it appears that the different mass

focal points are situated at widely dispersed distances on the optical

axis .

In order to avoid this focal action in the median plane, slit shaped

accelerating electrodes have been introduced. The slit lengths are si-

tuated parallel with the median plane and perpendicular to the optical

axis. Therefore the cylindrical symmetry of the electric field only

causes a focal action perpendicular to the median plane. Parallel with

the median plans however ions undergo merely accelerating forces in the

direction of the optical axis. Consequently virtual ion line images are

conveniently arranged in front of the object (collision chamber exit

slit). The ion-optical transfer matrix of such an accelerating field

reads:

where

L = length of the accelerating field

and the same ion-optical potentials are being used as described in

section ]. This matrix shows that the actual lens strength of the

accelerating field is zero in the median plane by which the object

apparently shifts backwards. Matrix element (2,2) shows the reduction

of the beam divergence, allowing a higher transmission of the ion beams.
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On the contrary the resulting lens strengths, perpendicular to the

median plane, are twice as high. In spite of the fact that this does

not influence the imaging properties of the second stage we have to

take into account that the total transmission may be reduced substan-

tially. Strong lens actions are often correlated with a high angular

magnification. For our electrode configurations it appears to be impos-

sible to eliminate these lens actions.

In order to reduce the influence of the lens actions of the complete

accelerating system we have tried to make favourable use of a combina-

tion of positive and negative lens strengths by applying more slit elec-

trodes and appropriate electric fields between the various e'ectrodes.

Therefore matrix computer calculations have been performed with an

accelerating field including A extra electrodes. The voltages on each

of these electrodes, schematically given in figure 4, could be scanned

independently between V and V, . As an example two transfer matrices

of the paraxial ion trajectories between the electrodes are given:

and

where

0

2(Vß- mJ/mo) d

for electrode 3 [6]

for the electric field between

VB and VA

d =distance between electrodes A and B

m (VD - V) + Vm
~ _ O a

2 m (V - V) + Vm1

and V, V , V_, V„, V_ and V, are the ion-optical potentials with res-

pect to the precursor ion.

The purpose of these calculations was to determine tentatively a

voltage distribution on the 4 electrodes which would enable the trans-

mission of the different ion beams through an aperture of 3 era diameter
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Figure 4 - Schematic diagram of the ion-optical potentials in the se-

cond stage, with reference to the precursor ion.

1) collision chamber; 2) acceleration electrodes; 3) drift-

length; 4) aperture; 5) quadrupole lenses and second mass

analyser; 6) CEMA.

The applied potentials are related to the precursor ion m ,

which involves the highest lens strengths for the smallest

fragment ions.

TABLE 1. Ion-optical and actual-potentials of the various ion-optical

elements.

V
source

V

VA

VB

vc
VD

Vdet

Ion opt. pot.

0 kV

4

8

10.5

14

16.5

34

Actual pot.

+ 4 kV

0

- 4

- 6.5

- 10

- 12.5

- 30

Ion opt. pot.

0 kV

10

16

20

26

22.5

40

Actual pot.

+ 10 kV

0

- 6

- 10

- 16

- 12.5

- 30
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at 70 cm distance from the last electrode V, . This 70 cm represents

the drift length between the acceleration field and the first ion-opti-

cal lens of the second stage. For this length the following arguments

can be brought forward:

a) the total magnification of the collision chamber exit slit width

projection on the CEMA should be smaller than 1;

b) a longer distance would reduce the transmission too much;

c) in the median plane the influence of the mass distribution, along

the z-axis, on the rotation of the mass focal plane with respect to

the CEMA surface is enhanced at smaller drift lengths.

The length of Lhe gas cell exit slit has been taken 5 mm and the dis-

tance from this slit to the first electrode 63 mm. The estimated maxi-

mum exit angle of the gas cell was 0.1 rad.

For two frequently occurring actual ion source potentials (i.e.

+4 and +10 kV) the voltage distribution was determined. In table I the

ion-optical potentials as well as the actual potentials of the several

ion-optical elements are given. An interpretation of this potential

distribution is e.g. that the relative potential break AV/V in the en-

try and exit are almost equal. Although these calculated values are ap-

proximate values they give us adequate information for the actual de-

sign of the acceleration system.

In order to give a better definition of the potentials between the

electrodes an extra electrode was added between each pair of electrodes.

The applied voltages on the new electrodes are to be kept at average

potentials with respect to their neighboring electrodes. In the appa-

ratus provisions are made to apply voltages V

202 from the calculated values.
t\ y

deviating up to
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THE QUADROPOLE TRIPLET

The mass ¿ependent lens strength of the EQL can be expressed as a

function of the relative mass and post-acceleration.

EV % £
det o

From th i s expression we see that the mass dependent value of kp(m.)

approaches tha t of k^(m ) when a high pos t - acce l e r a t i on i s app l i ed .

This turns out in a r o t a t i o n of the mass focal plane towards a d i r e c -

t i on p a r a l l e l to the de tec tor p lane , which i s another advantage of the

pos t - acce l e r a t i on over the reduction of energy-and angular spread.

However, t h i s r o t a t i on appeared to be not s u f f i c i e n t , so the i o n - o p t i -

cal system was extended with a magnetic quadrupole lens (MQL). Äs demon-

s t r a t e d in Chapter I I I a lso here a combination of an EQL and MQL i s

able to change the mass focal p rope r t i e s because of t h e i r mass depen-

dent behaviour. For pos t - acce le ra t ed fragment ioas the mass dependent

lens s t rength of a MQL reads :

d e t

I t i s an acc identa l circumstance tha t the mass dependent behaviour of

both lenses i s s imi la r for "mono-velocity" p a r t i c l e s , involving no

ex t r a r o t a t i o n of the mass focal p l ane . Therefore the in t roduct ion of a

MQL i s only useful when a s t rong pos t - acce l e r a t i on i s app l i ed .

THE SECTOR MAGNET

The final matrix computer calculations were performed for an ion-

optical system which included:

a) acceleration field;

b) a triplet EQL, MQL, EQL;

c) a sector magnet with variable sizes.

Since the necessary action of the quadrupole lenses has to be kept

to a minimum we looked initially to the optimal shape of the sector

magnet by varying the entry angle 3„» exit angle & of the main ion

beam and radius ï^ of the curvature of the exit plane. Referring to the
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matrix calculations i t is obvious to know how the various ion-optical

parameters of the sector magnet change as a function of the relative

mass. For this purpose the essential input and output quantities are

shown in figure 5. In this drawing we gave the main ion beam a fixed

mass 3 m , radius R , deflection angle 4> and a positive exit angle ßo

This includes that the coordinates of Q and the z-axis are fixed.

The variable radius R? as expressed as a function of m., i s :

(

When a concave exit plane with radius R is introduced we get for a

and a.:

(ßo

This gives the following expressions:

and

b = R - R cos $ + R~ sin ao o o ¿ o
b = R. - R. eos <J>. + R9 s i n a

c = R s in $ + Rj c o s a

c = R. s in í>. +R~ eos a. .

From the known parameters R , R., R2, 6 , ß and the calculated

values a , b and c, the unknown parameters <f>. and S. and the coordinates

of Q. can be ca lcu la ted .

R ^ + i c R s i n * >Í S Í n a l + C O S a COS s i n

= b

This formula has the shape:

(2bR - cos s in

p sin ij>. + q cos (Ji. = r ,

where, p, q and r are defined by:
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SECTOR MAGNET
X-axis

DETECTOR
PLANE

Figure 5 - Coordinate frame of the sector magnet with ion trajectories

of the main ion beam (mass 1/2 m ) and variable ion beams

(mass m.).

The exit direction of the main ion beam is taken as z-

axis and the detector plane is situated perpendicular to it.

M , R . 4 are fixed parameters of the main ion beam (R «
o o o o

750 mm, 4>o = 15°). The active parameters B„, B and R_ are

to be changed to obtain optimal projections of the different

masses onto the detector surface. The passive parameters R.,

<f>| and S. and the positions of Q. are calculated, providing

the necessary information about the positions of the image

points I. in the x-z plane.
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p = -2cR,

q = 2bRj - 2R^

r = R 2
!-b 2-c 2 + 2bR1 - 2R

2

Assume tg 0 = p/q, then:

and

sin <!>, sin 9 + cos $. cos 6 = cos(<j>. - 9) =

from which expression the deflection angle <f>. can be found. In the

drawing the angle 0 is represented by Z-PM.M-. According to geometric

considerations the mass dependent exit angle i s :

0, = -T/2 + (J)J - e +arcsín ÍRj/R- sin(<>j - e)} .

Starting with the calculated parameters R., <J>., 3. and the previous-

ly chosen value of 3 2
 w e a r e able to derive the mass dependent ion-

optical transfer matrix of the sector magnet

CO s (<!>.

cos

in(<j>

cos

+ ß

h

ß,

ß, +ß2)

cos ß 2

R. sin

cosC*,-

COS ß

»1

•ß,)

Multiplication of this matrix with the transfer matrices of the ion-

optical elements as mentioned before gives the total transfer matrix

from collision chamber to the exit plane of the sector magnet. Since

the calculated image distances Q. -I. are valid with regard to the

curved exit plane and the exit directions of masses m. we firstly ex-

press the exit points Q. in the new x- z coordinates. Herewith Q is

the origin of these coordinates. The position of the CEMA is perpendi-

cular to the z-axLs
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Figure 6 - Calculated positions of the icass focal plane, for masses

1/4 ao up to m at 4 different situations
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TABLE II.

Mechanical dimensions

collision chamber - post-acceleration field

post-acceleration field length

drift length

effective length EQL

effective length MQL

EQL - MQL

EQL - sector nagnet

radius main ion bean E

radius curved exit plane R_

deflection angle (5

oblique entry angle ß.

exit angle t

sector magnet - CEMA

Mass

1/4 o o

3/Bo o

1/2 mo

W rao

rao

Cross damnification

- 0.558

- 0.544

- 0.548

- 0.567

- 0.592

63 txa

200 raí

700 eso

72 os

127 na

8 on

39 C D

750 on

100 ran

15°

- 30°

0°
29U nn

Angular naRnif¡cation

- 0.332

- 0.401

- 0.456

- 0.531

- 0.579

Lens strengths

kE{oo) « 0.00465 anT1

I^<B O> • 0.00122 mi1

L
V/V " /34
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sin

(Q])x=Rj cos

sin

cos * O - R O

Consequently the transformations of the exit directions (<J> -<t>.) and

image distances Q.-I. into the x-z coordinates provides the position

of the mass focal plane in the image space.

RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER CALCULATIONS

The calculations have been performed by an interactive computer

system. During these calculations the results were immediately visible

on a screen. This method enabled to find tentatively the best values

of the optical parameters by changing the various sizes, quantities,

field strengths, etc.

As an example of the results of these calculations figure 6 shows the

shape of the mass focal plane close to the CEMA surface at a distance

of about 300 mm after the sector magnet. In this configuration both

electrostatic quadrupole lenses of the triplet have a postive- and the

magnetic one a negative lens strength. The extra rotation of these focal

planes is obtained by the curved exit plane of the sector magnet, which

is demonstrated by the differences between the curves I, III and II,

IV in figure 6. Curves I and II are valid for a post-acceleration from

4 to 34 kVolt, while III and IV for 10 to 40 kVolt.

When we consider the CEMA surface in the average position of curve

II (R =100 mm) 'che focal depth is approximately 27/2 = 13.5 mm. As unit

mass, resolution is desired the aperture of the ion beam should be ad-

justed according the mass range to be detected. In this respect an

aperture of 0.02 rad. will reduce the maximum unsharpness to 0.25 nm

being sufficient to project 150 equidistant ion line images on a 75 mm

CEMA surface.

Table II gives a survey of the mechanical dimensions, lens strengths

and the magnifications of the second stage, as used in the computer cal-

culations .
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Figure 7 - Cross-section of the last electrostatic quadrupole lens,

situated between the sector magnet and the CEMA. It will

be used for the variation of the dispersion: For the ratio

of the applied voltages on the different electrodes one

gets Vb = -.36 Va.

1+

Figure 8 - Schematic diagram of the tandem mass spectrometer.

•) ion source (10 kV); 2) magnetic analyser; 3) collision

chamber; 4) deflection plates; 5) post-acceleration slits;

6) deflection plates; 7,9) electrostatic quadrupole lenses

for imaging onto the detector surface; 8) magnetic quadru-

pole lens for correction of the mass focal plane; 10) sec-

tor magnet, (15° sector angle, 750 sm radius); II) electro-

static quadrupole lens for variation of the nass dispersion;

12) two stage CEMA; 13) phosphor screen; 14) fibre optic

block coupled with a vidiccn camera.
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VARIATION OF THE MASS DISPERSION

Although the ion-optical system has been designed for the acquisi-

tion of a mass range of simultaneously detectable masses with a maximum

mass ratio of 4 : I chere still exists the need to vary the dispersion.

In the same way as described in Chapter III we added therefore an EQL

between the sector magnet and the CEMA. The only differences are the

applied voltages and the dimensions of this lens.

Since the space available perpendicular to the optical axis is limit-

ed by the coils of the sector magnet, we made the outside shape of the

lens rectangular. Figure 7 shows the cross-section of this lens, con-

sisting of 2 different rod sizes and 4 plates between the rods for the

zero potential fixation. The rods have the approximate radius of the

equipotentials and the corresponding voltages.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETER

In figure 8 a schematic drawing is given of the various ion-optical

elements.

The electron impact ion source is suitable for voltages up to +10 kV.

Provisions have been made in the ion source housing as well as in the

ionization chamber to enter with a probe and a laser beam.

The first sector magnet has' a radius of 150 mm and a sector angle

of 50° in addition to a maximum magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla. Ac Che

first stage the ions to be investigated are imaged onto the entry slit

of the collision chamber.

The lengths of the collision chamber and slits are 10 mm and 5 mm

respectively. Depending on the optimal relation of mass resolution and

transmission of the second stage the widths of both the entry as well

as the exit slits can be varied.

The post-acceleration slits in the stainless steel electrodes are

200 mm wide and 20 mm high. The length of the complete post-acceleration

system is 200 mm.

As a consequence of the post-accleration the vacuum housing of the

second stage, from the last slit electrode to the fluorescent screen,

will be on a negative high voltage (-30 kV) under normal operation.

During the ion optical adjustments or alignments the second stage is
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at ground potential, involving the housing of the first stage to be at

a positive high voltage.

The mechanical dimensions of the ion optical elements of the second

stage are given in table II.

The detector consists of a two-stage CEMA and a fluorescent screen

with an effective diameter of 75 mm. A 120 mm long fibre optic block

serves for guiding the light spectrum out of the vacuum system while

the read-out system (vidicon camera) can be kept at ground potential.
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3. APPENDIX

CAN A WIEN FILTER COMPENSATE A VELOCITY SPREAD AFTER THE COLLISION

CHAMBER?

GENERAL APPROACH

After the collision chamber all fragment ions m. up to the precursor

ion m have roughly the same velocity. In section 1 we have seen that

for each of these ions there exists a velocity distribution, superim-

posed on the main velocity, due to the dissociation energy release.

In fact a Wien filter consists of crossed electrostatic and magnetic

fields and has the property to produce a velocity dispersion. When the

velocity dispersion of such a filter is equal but reversed to the velo-

city dispersion of the mass selector behind it, it is possible to com-

pensate the decrease of mass resolution, in the same way as an electro-

static analyser does in a high-resolution mass spectrometer.

When we neglect for the moment the focussing action of the Wien fil-

ter the approximate deflection angle of incident ions with respect to

the z-axis is:

eBL eEL

mv
(1)

tnv

where L is the effective length of the Wien filter and E, B, v, m and

e have the usual meanings. Obviously for v = E/B the deflection angle

for all masses is zero and around this value the Wien filter has its

working range.

Because of the fact that a simultaneous detection of different frag-

ment ions is desired in a broad mass range (e.g. 4:1) a magnetic sec-

tor instrument is compulsive. In this respect it is necessary to deter-

mine the focal- and correction properties of the Wien filter in confci-

nation with a sector magnet.

I

f

FIRST ORDER MASS DEPENDENT PROPERTIES

As usual we take.the z-coordinate as optical axis, the x coordinate

in the median plane, perpendicular to the optical axis, and the y-coor-
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díñate perpendicular to the x and z coordinates. The differential equa-

tion of the ion trajectories in a conbined electric and magnetic field

are given by the Euler-Lagrange equations:

_d_ 3F
dz "ax1" 3x - é#-§- (2)

where

F = F(x,y,z ,x ' ,y r) = (v[ - (3)

with: eV, = energy of the particle,

A = magnetic vector potential,

S = unit vector along the trajectory,

W = 1 +x l 2+y' 2,

where the primes indicate differentiations with respect to z.

By performing the differentiations we get the exact differential equa-

tions for the ion trajectories:

2v,wx"=v ;•;
) X

( x | 2 x " + x V y M ) - (V x l 2 + V x ' y ' + V x ' ) W +
x y z

and

B B y

y . z

2V Wy" = V VJ2 + 2V ( x ' x " y ' + y ' 2 y " ) " (V x ' y ' + V y ' 2 + V y ' ) W +

(Bx'-B)z x (4)
.

When we consider the mono-velocity part icles, emerging from the col l i -

sion chamber the following conditions are to be substituted in equation

(4):
m

V, = V ( — + S + CX)
1 mo

SV 3V
V x 3x C V ' V y 3y

3V
v = -

z 3z

B = 0x B z = 0 ,



with: g r e l a t i v e energy spread,

m = precutsor ion mass,

m. = secondary fragment ion mass,

V = accelera t ing voltage of the ion source.

Neglecting terms higher than second order one ge t s :

—+ S+cx)x"=-| (1 +x'2+y'2) -•§• x'2 + B / - f -
m í ¿- ¿Via

o o

0

2 2
m „ m

o „2 o
0

and

2mT
1 4m

m
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m „ „ o „
o 2 / , , 2 . . 2

- - ^ c x + | x ' + i Y'

m „ „
o 2 /
^ c x

8m

(5)

For a Wien f i l t e r the t ra jec tory x = 0 , y = 0 has to be a possible t r a -

jectory when 3 = 0 , so

2Vra
(6)

In the first order approximation we may simplify the equations (5) to:

and

y" = 0 (7)

The general solution of equations (7) is:

C0S

cm z
S i n

cm z

y = (8)

This leads us to the first order transfer matrix which can easily

be fitted in a system of several lens matrices
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cos (-=— z)
2m,

cm
O

2m. cm
-=—z) -{
2m. c

1

cm

-=—z) -1}
2m2m

mo_
_ _ (9)

COMBINATION OF A WIEN FILTER WITH A SECTOR MAGNET

When we consider matrix element (2,1) of expression (9) a strongly

mass dependent lens strength is noticed

1
2m (2m

It is easy to verify that the lens strength values of a weakly powered

Wien filter vary with a factor 16 for fragment ion masses down to 25%

of the parent ion mass. Such mass ranges are to be projected simulta-

neously on the CEMA surface. For this purpose matrix computer calcula-

tions have been performed with one Wien filter and two additional elec-

trostatic quadrupole lenses. In principle this lens arrangement may vary

the mass focal range along the z-axis by changing the lens strengths.

In such a case the lenses should be situated on both sides of the Wien

filter and should have negative lens strengths in the plane of disper-

sion. For the quadrupole lens strenghts with regard to mono-velocity

particles we can write:

^ sinh ^ L)

Starting from the necessity that there has to be anyway a velocity

dispersion it is obvious to find tentatively appropriate strengths for

these lenses in order to correct for the positive mass dependent lens

strengths of the Wien filter. However, it appeared to be not possible

to obtain real ion imagesfprovided that the image distances with res-

pect to the VJien filter are the smallest for the heaviest fragment mas-

ses. For magnetic sector type instruments as described in Chapter III
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such an arrangement of the different masses is essential to obtain a

mass focal plane perpendicular to the main optical axis. Computer cal-

culations learned that this arrangement of masses exists only virtually.

An example of it is given in fig. 9, showing the image distance along

the optical axis as a function of the relative mass of the fragments.

In spite of this positive result further calculations with an addi-

tional sector magnet (60 sector angle), behind the last quadrupole

lens, indicated that the mass focal plane has an extremely oblique posi-

tion with respect to the optical axis. After consideration of alterna-

tive lens configurations we concluded that a Wien filter as velocity

selector, for mono-velocity particles, is not a suitable instrument

in combination with a simultaneous mass spectrometer.

1
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This thesis describes mainly the simultaneous ion detection in a mass

spectrometer with one or more sector magnets and quadrupole lenses for

variable dispersion. As a detector a Channeltron Electron Multiplier

Array (CEMA) is used, converting the ion-line images, projected on the

input side, into identical electron images. In the introduction a short

description is given about the determining arguments concerning the

choice of a channelplate and its read-out system.

In Chapter I an answer is given to the main question "what is the

signal amplification of the CEMA and how fast does the amplification

decrease for an increasing mass of the ion". Therefore amplification

factors of CEMA's were determined for organic ions in the mass range of

31 - 614 amu and also for noble gas and Hj» ions. Empirical formulae are

discussed to represent the gain as a function of mass, structure and

energy of the impinging ion.

In Chapter II the complete simultaneous ion detector is described.

The detector includes i.a. a CEMA with phosphor screen and a vidicon-

multichannel analyser combination. The centre of the flat sensitive

detector surface should coincide with the position of the detector slit.

For optimal sensitivity the detector plane is situated perpendicular to

the main incident ion beam. The detector system allows 100 equidistant

ion line images to be resolved at 10% valley definition. Ion currents

of minimally 3. 10 A could be monitored directly at the cathode ray

tube screen; the minimum number of ions necessary to produce a detectable

peak is approximately 220. This number can be reduced to 1 ion after

some simple modifications. Spectra of krypton and xenon, obtained with a

single focussing magnetic instrument, she--; a 2% peak amplitude accuracy.

Potentially, the new detector could find wide application in the analysis

of minute sample quantities, in the recording of extremely short lasting

ion producing events and in the alignment or focussing of ion optical

apparatusses.

In Chapter III a single focussing mass spectrometer with simultaneous

ion detector has been extended to an ion optical zoom lens system, by

adding a combination of magnetic and electrostatic quadrupole lenses.

A brief description of the operation is as follows: the electrostatic
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quadrupole lens changes the mass dispersion, whilst the magnetic qua-

drupole lens acts as an image-correcting lens which moves and rotates

the focal plane to the desired position, parallel with the detector

plane. Neglecting the curved mass focal plane, sharply projected ion-

lint? images were obtained at a range of 25 mm on the detector surface.

The ion-optical system, calculated and designed by computer simula-

tion, has been tested with a calibration gas. The measurements show a

maximum mass ratio of 1.2 for simultaneously detectable masses when

both quadrupoles are inoperative; 1.6 with the quadrupoles in operation

and !.O1 when both quadrupoles have reversed polarities. Amass reso-

lution of 350, 200 and 2000 respectively results.

In Chapter IV an application of this detector, "evaporation and de-

tection of large molecules", is described. Evaporation of large frag-

ments has been obtained by heating the solid sample very quickly. The

applied TEA-C09 laser provides an intense (0.1 J per laser shot) focus

of abou.: 0.1 mm on the solid sample and a heating time of approxima-

tely 150 ns. In order to limit loss of information, caused by colli-

sions against the solid walls, the characteristic fragmentation pro-

ducts should be ionized and detected as fast as possible. Consequent-

ly the measuring and sampling times of such processes have to be taken

very short (}.s-ms).

The way upon which the organic sample can be introduced into the

ionization chamber together with the measuring-procedure are shortly

explained. Measurements, performed with Chlorophyll and Glycyl—Leucyl—

Tyrosine, offer very characteristic information obtained with this

method .

In Chapter V the design and calculations are extended to an enlarged

CEMA in a two-stage mass spectrometer. The first stage selects the ions

to be investigated, after which these ions are led into a gas cell

where they are disintegrated into characteristic fragments by means of

collision induced dissociation. Next these secondary fragments are ana-

lysed by the second stage, consisting of ion-optical lenses, a sector

magnet and a simultaneous ion detector.

Mostly such dissociation processes produce a considerable velocity

distribution on the various fragment ions, which have the same main ve-

locity. In principle the resulting loss of mass resolving power can be
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corrected by a Wien filter. However, this velocity filter appeared to

be not suitable for simultaneous correction, since the lens strength

of it is strongly mass dependent. On the other hand positive results

can be .chieved by application of a high post-acceleration field after

the collision chamber. A reduction of the velocity spread, particularly

for the small fragments, results.

Finally an extensive discussion is given about the design of this

tandem mass spectrometer.
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Dit proefschrift beschrijft hoofdzakelijk de simultane ionendetectie

in een massaspectrometer met één of meerdere magnetische sectorvelden

en vierpoo]-lenzen voor variabele dispersie. Als detector wordt een

"Channeltron Electron Multiplier Array" (CEMA) gebruikt die het er op

geprojecteerde lijnvormige ionenbeeld converteert in een identiek

electroner.beeld.

In de inleiding is een korte beschrijving gegeven over de argumenten

die bepalend zijn geweest voor de keuze van een channelplate en het

bijbehorende uitleessysteem.

In Hoofdstuk I wordt een antwoord gegeven op de belangrijkste vraag

"hoe hoog ís de signaalversterking van de CEMA en hoe sterk neemt deze

af bij toenemende massa van het ion". De versterkingsfactoren van CEMA's

werden bepaald voor organische ionen in het massagebied van 31-614 amu,

edelgas- en kwikionen. Empirische formules die de versterking als functie

van de massa, structuur en kinetische energie van het invallende ion

aangeven worden hierbij besproken.

In Hoofdstuk II is de complete simultane ionendetector beschreven.

De detector omvat o.m. een CEMA met fluorescerend scherm en een "Vidicon-

multichannel analyser". Het midden van het platte gevoelige detector-

oppervlak moet samenvallen met de plaats waar gebruikelijk de opvang-

spleet zich bevindt. Het detectorvlak staat hierbij loodrecht op de in-

vallende ionenbundels om optimale gevoeligheid te verkrijgen. In principe

kan dit detectorsysteem ongeveer 100 ionen-lijnparen gescheiden weer-

geven bij een piek-dal verhouding van 10 : 1. De gevoeligheid van de de-

tector is zodanig dat een ionenstroom van 3. 10 A of een hoeveelheid

van 220 ionen aanleiding kan geven tot een detecteerbare piek. Dit aan-

tal is na enkele eenvoudige modificaties terug te brengen tot 1 ion.

Tenslotte tonen raassaspectra van xenon en krypton aan dat een piek-

hoogte-nauwkeurigheid van 2% bereikt kan worden.

Deze nieuwe detector zal ruime toepassing kunnen vinden bij het

analyseren van zeer kleine hoeveelheden materiaal, in het bestuderen van

zeer kortdurende processen en in het aligneren en focusseren van ionen-

optische systemen.

In Hoofdstuk III is een enkel-focusserende massaspectrometer met si-

multane ionendetector uitgebreid tot een ionen-optisch zoomlens stelsel,
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door toevoeging van een combinatie van magnetische en electrostatische

vierpool-lenzen. In het kort kan de werking als volgt beschreven worden:

de electrostatische vierpool-lens verandert de massadispersie terwijl

de magnetische vierpool-lens fungeert als correctielens díe het scheef-

staande massafocusseringsvlak roteert en transleert naar de uiteindelijk

gewenste positie in de beeldruimte. Op die manier is een scherp lijnen-

beeld verkregen op het CEMA-vlak, waarbij onscherpte ten gevolge van de

nog aanwezige kromming van het massafocusseringsvlak verwaarloosd is.

Het complete systeem, ionen-optisch doorgerekend met een computer, is

getest met een ijkgas. Deze metingen laten zien dat de maximale ver-

houding der niassagetalien van hoogste en laagste massa bij simultane

detectie 1,2 is zonder extra lenzen; 1,6 met beide vierpool-lenzen be-

krachtigd en 1,01 bij omgekeerde polariteit van beide lenzen; het massa

oplossend vermogen is resp. 350, 200 en 2000.

In Hoofdstuk IV wordt één van de toepassingen beschreven van deze

detector, n.l. het vervluchtigen en detecteren van grote moleculen.

Door een monster van organisch materiaal zeer snel te verhitten, bijv.

met een gepulsde C09 laserbundel, kan de hoeveelheid verdampingspro-

ducten relatief bevorderd worden t.o.v. de ontledingsproducten. Op

deze wijze zijn zeer grote karakteristieke fragmenten verkregen, die

op zich meestal niet vluchtig zijn. Teneinde de informatieverliezen

door botsingen tegen wanden zo veel mogelijk te beperken werden deze

producten zo snel mogelijk na hun ontstaan geïoniseerd en gedetecteerd,

waarbij de meettijden zeer kort gehouden zijn (us-ms).

De wijze waarop het organisch monster binnen de ionenbron aangebracht

wordt alsmede de meetprocedure zijn in het kort uiteengezet. Metingen

aan Chlorophyl en Glycyl-Leucyl-Tyrosine laten zien dat met de hierbo-

ven geschetste meetmethode zeer karakteristieke informatie verkregen

kan worden.

In Hoofdstuk V worden berekeningen en ontwerp behandeld van de in-

bouw van een wat vergrote simultane ionendetector in een tweetraps-

massaspectrometer. De eerste trap scheidt de te onderzoeken ionsoort

af waarna in een gascel deze ionen d.m.v. botsingsgeïnduceerde disso-

ciatie in karakteristieke brokstukken uiteenvallen. Deze nieuwe frag-

menten worden vervolgens naar massa geselecteerd door de tweede trap.

Het verlies aan massa-oplossend vermogen in de tweede trap, ontstaan
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door de vrijkomende kinetische energie tijdens de dissociatie, zou met

een Wien—filter gecompenseerd kunnen worden daar de hoofdsnelheid van

de verschillende massa's dezelfde is. Echter wegens de zeer sterk massa-

afhankelijke lenssterkte blijkt dit filter ongeschikt te wezen bij si-

multane massaregistratie. Daarentegen,goede resultaten kunnen verkre-

gen worden door een flinke naversnelling toe te passen na de botskamer,

waardoor de snelheidsspreiding aanzienlijk gereduceerd wordt- In dit

laatste hoofdstuk wordt het complete ionen-optische ontwerp besproken

van deze tweetraps massaspectrometer.
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Na het behalen van het einddiploma HBS-B aan de Gemeente HBS te Utrecht

begon ik in september 1964 mijn studie aan de afdeling der technische

natuurkunde van de Technische Hogeschool te Delft. In februari 1969 be-

gon ik met mijn kandidaatswerk in de werkgroep Electronen-Optica onder

leiding van Prof. Dr.Ir. J.B. Le Poole. Het onderwerp was: berekening

en constructie van een afbeeldingselectronen lens, bestaande uit een

combinatie van drie vierpool lenzen. Het ingenieurswerk, verricht in de

zelfde werkgroep, was getiteld: vervaardiging van polarisatiefilters

voor licht met behulp van een lijnvormig gefocusseerde electronen-bundel.

Het doctoraal examen in de technische natuurkunde behaalde ik in juni

1971.

Na vervulling van mijn militaire verplichtingen werd mij door Prof.

Dr. J. Kisteraaker de functie van wetenschappelijk medewerker aangeboden

bij het F.O.M. Instituut te Amsterdam. Onder directe leiding van Dr.

Ir.A.J.H. Boerboom en Dr. H.L.C. Meuzelaar heb ik technisch-wetenschap-

pelijk onderzoek kunnen verrichten, dat leidde tot dit proefschrift.

Mijn collega's op het F.O.M. Instituut ben ik zeer erkentelijk voor de

vele nuttige discussies in een prettige werksfeer. Wat dit betreft denk

ik o.a. aan: Jan Bannenberg om 2ijn ionen-optische adviezen, Roei

Weynands om zijn channelplates, Maarten Posthumus voor het uitzoeken van

de juiste ijkstoffen voor de massaspectrometer en aan Piet Kistemaker die

uiteindelijk de eerste grote raolecuul-ionen uit de massaspectrometer

wist te toveren.

In het kader van hun afstudeerwerk zijn Berna Neering en Hilda

Keemink nauw betrokken geweest bij mijn experiment; hartelijk dank voor

deze samenwerking. Veel dank ben ik verschuldigd aan het hoofd van het

electronisch lab, Paul van Deenen, die met eindeloos geduld altijd be-

reid was naar mij te luisteren. Mijn dankbetuigingen gaan ook uit naar

Tjerk van der Hauw, die o.a., in het begin van mijn F.O.M, loopbaan, uit

een oude massaspectrometervoeding nog echte stromen en spanningen kon

halen en Jan ter Beek die met toewijding de schier in vlammen opgaande

"multichannel analyser" van een gewisse ondergang kon redden. Samen met
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Wim Heubers hebben zij er voor gezorgd dat de electronische apparatuur

na enkele maanden weer naar behoren werkte.

Op uitstekende wijze werden modificaties aan de vacuumbehuizing als-

mede de nieuwe ionenbron A het ionenoptisch lenzenstelsel door Paul de

Jongh op tekening gezet en door Ton Neuteboom technisch gerealiseerd.

Frans Monterie verzorgde het fotografisch werk en nam de fijnmechanische

klusjes voor zijn rekening; hierbij vaak geholpen door Henk van de Brink.

Wim van der Kaay zorgde ervoor dat mijn "inter-actieve" computer pro-

gramma's altijd weer op de juiste wijze in de "permanent file" terecht

kwamen.

Voor het typen van de artikelen en van het proefschrift bedank ik

Tine Koke-Van der Veer en Kitty Wunsche. Het verdere administratieve

werk werd goed verzorgd door Louise Roos, Ria Priester en Josëe

Wolthers; het tekenwerk werd verricht door Hanna Vanenburg-Smid, Evert

de Haas en Maarten Hoogervorst en het offsetdrukken door Hans Okhuizen.


